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+ Florida International University 

n  Located in balmy Miami, Florida 

n  Among top 10 largest in US 
n  Currently 54K students 

n  Minority-serving institution 
n  #1 in US in awarding bachelor’s and 

master’s degrees to Hispanic 
students 

n  Carnegie classification of Highest 
Research Activity 

n  School of Computing and 
Information Sciences (SCIS):  
n  ~ 1000 students 
n  6th largest awarded BS degrees 

(ASEE ’12) 
n  Over $5.6M avg annual research 

expenditure (over last five years) 
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+ Modeling and Networking Systems 
Research Group at FIU 
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High-Performance 
Modeling and 

Simulation n  Parallel and distributed 
discrete-event simulation 

n  Modeling and simulation 
n  Simulation and emulation 

(system-in-the-loop & human-
in-the-loop), co-simulation 

 
 

Computer 
Networks and 

Communication 
Systems 

 
 
 

¤  Large-scale infrastructure network 
simulation design 

¤  Large-scale mobile,  
wireless and  
sensor network  
simulations 

¤  Multi-resolution 
network traffic  
modeling 

¤  Real-time  
network  
simulation 

¤  Hybrid network 
simulation and 
emulation environment 

¤  Symbiotic network 
simulation 

 
 

Computer 
Systems  
and HPC 

Applications 
 
 
 

¤  Performance prediction  
of HPC architectures 
and applications 

¤  Parallel file system 
models 
¤ Interconnection 

network models 
¤ Processor, 

memory system 
models 

¤ Integrated MPI 
application models 

¤  Trace-driven and 
abstract application 
modeling 



+
A Storyline 

n  Discrete-event simulation, parallel simulation, 
and what I have done with them 

n  My experience with developing Performance 
Prediction Toolkit for HPC codesign 

n  Food for thoughts/discussions 
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+
Discrete-Event Simulation (DES) 
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Time 

Event 
1.  Time stamp 
2.  Handler 
3.  Data 

 
Event Queue  
Data Structure 

Event 
1.  Time stamp 
2.  Handler 
3.  Data 

 

Event 
1.  Time stamp 
2.  Handler 
3.  Data 

 

. . . 

Handler: 
•  Process event 
•  Create/insert 

new events in 
Event Queue 

. . . 

Main Loop: 
While Event Queue not empty

Pop next event
Advance simulation time
Handle the event (call Handler)

Current Time 

è Mimic operations over discrete instances of time (events) 

Handler: 
•  Process event 
•  Create/insert 

new events in 
Event Queue 



+
Parallel Discrete-Event Simulation (PDES) 

n  Two purposes: 
n  Reduce simulation time 

n  Increase modeling size 
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è Run DES in parallel 

Simulation 
Program 

Space 

Time 

Replications 

Simulation 
Program Simulation 

Program Simulation 
Program 

n  More specifically: 
n  Model large & complex systems 

n  What-if scenarios 

n  Fast prototyping, design & parameter exploration 

Sp
ac

e 

Time Time 
Sp

ac
e 

Time Parallelism Space Parallelism 
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+
Spatial Decomposition 

n Divide simulation model into sub-models that can 
be distributed to different processors 
n  Each sub-model is called a Logical Process (LP) 

n The global event-list is replaced by many event-
lists, one for each LP 
n  No global simulation clock!!! 

n LPs communicate via explicit messages 
n  No shared state variables 
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+
Spatial Decomposition 
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time 

event event event event event 

event event event 
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+
Spatial Decomposition 
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time 

event event event event event 

event event event 
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+
Causality Constraint 
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time 

event event event event event 

event event event 
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time LP1 

LP2 E1 

E3 

E8 E4 E6 

E2 E7 E5 

At each LP, the events shall be processed in  
non-decreasing timestamp order! 



+
Parallel Simulation Synchronization 
n An algorithm needed to ensure causality constraint 

(processing events in timestamp order) 
n  Fundamental problem of PDES 

n CMB Algorithm 
n  R.E. Briant, MIT Technical Report, 1977 

n  K. Mani Chandy and Jayadev Misra, IEEE Transactions on Software 
Engineering, 1979 

n  Conservative synchronization: blocking LPs to prevent causality 
error from ever happening 

n Time Warp Algorithm: 
n  David Jefferson, ACM Transactions on Programming Languages and 

Systems, 1985 

n  Optimistic synchronization: rolling back LP upon causality error 
(via state saving or reverse computation) 
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+
What are PDES Problems today? 

n  Decomposition problem 
n  Considered as user’s responsibility… mostly 
n  Partitioning requires domain knowledge; automatic tools available 
n  Load balancing is largely unsupported 

n  Synchronization problem 
n  Conservative vs. optimistic, depends on application 
n  Emerging techniques: multicore, composite synchronization, GPU 

acceleration 
n  Mostly solved (but never say never) 

n  Performance engineering problem 
n  Several parallel simulators (SSF, ROSS, …) 
n  Don’t simply create another parallel simulator, unless necessary 

n  Modeling problem – domain specific 
n  Favorable applications: large systems (difficult to scale down) and/or  

multi-scale models (difficult to abstract away) 
n  A real remaining issue! 
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+
What I have done with PDES? 

n Develop high-performance parallel simulation tools: 
n  Design efficient synchronization algorithms for large-scale simulation 

n  Shared memory, distributed memory, hierarchical, composite 
synchronization, real-time simulation, GPU acceleration 

n  Develop parallel simulation engine: 

n  Scalable Simulation Framework (SSF): a process-oriented parallel 
simulator in C/C++ 

n  Derivatives: RINSE, PRIME, MiniSSF, PrimoGENI 

n  As a core component for parallel simulation tools at LANL:  
SimCore, SimX, Simian 
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+

XORP XORP XORP XORP XORP XORP XORP XORP

OpenVZ

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
MYSIM

Simulation 

Gateway

Emulation

Simulation

Large-Scale Network Modeling 
and Simulation 
n  Scalable Simulation Framework for Network (SSFNet) 

n  Capable of running packet-oriented Internet models with millions of network 
entities on supercomputers 

n  Also used for simulating large-scale MANET  
and sensor networks (SWAN) 

n  Parallel Real-time Immersive network  
Modeling Environment (PRIME) 
n  Run PDES real time, interact with real networks 
n  Direct apps testing in large simulated network 

n  PrimoGENI: enabling at-scale hybrid  
network experimentation on GENI (Global 
Environment for Network Innovations) 
n  Allow network experiments with simulated, emulated, and physical network 

components 
n  Flexible configuration, real-time visualization and steering of experiments 
n  Potentially distributed across geographically distributed sites 
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+ Hybrid Network Experimentation 

H1 H2
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+
Simulation of Large-Scale 
Computer Systems 
n  An attempt for comprehensive and accurate simulation for 

performance prediction of parallel file systems (FileSim) 
n  Detailed end-to-end I/O performance prediction and evaluation of 

exascale HEC systems using parallel simulation (MiniSSF) 
n  Pluggable models of contemporary parallel file systems at scale 
n  Support trace-driven simulation 

n  Performance Prediction Toolkit (PPT) 
n  For hardware/software co-design 
n  Prediction of computational physics code  

running novel hardware architectures 
n  Integrated interconnection network models 

n  Large-scale interconnect topologies 
n  Integrated with parallel applications using MPI 
n  Validation using traces from computational physics code 

n  Both in collaboration with LANL 
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+
Performance Prediction Toolkit (PPT) 
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+
HPC Architecture Is Changing Rapidly 

n  End of hardware scaling laws (circa 2005) led to novel  
hardware/architecture design 
n  Multi-core, many-core 

n  Graphics Processing Units (GPU): uniform memory, acceleration for VR, 
AI, and big data analysis 

n  Deep pipelining, prefetching, speculative execution 

 

Source: “Gearing Up for the Next Challenge in High-Performance  
Computing”, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, S&TR March 2015 
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+Rapid Changing HPC Architectures 
n  Hardware changes can be transitional and disruptive 

n  Systems continuously get larger  
è exascale (1018) just around the corner 

n  Passing eras of computer architectures:  
mainframe, vector, distributed memory, multi/many cores 
è what’s next? 

n  “No code is left behind” 
n  Guarantee good performance of existing HPC software code 
n  Some may require complex software changes by high-skilled 

software architects/computational physicists 
n  Reduce (the cost of) data movement: latency hiding, caching/

prefetching, fault tolerance 
n  Increase parallelism: pipelining, speculative execution 

n  Traditional methods 
n  Software engineer skills improvement programs 
n  Middleware libraries  
n  Code instrumentation, mini-apps 
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+ Already Crowed Space of Modeling and 
Simulation of HPC Systems and Applications 
n  Full system simulators:  Simics, SimpleScalar, GEM5, 

COTSon, PTLsim, Asim 

n  Analytical tools:  TAU, Vampir, HPCToolkit, Paraver, PACE, 
ASPEN, Palm, GROPHECY 

n  Processor/core simulators: McSimA+, Zsim, Manifold 

n  Memory system simulators (DRAM, NVM, Cache): 
DRAMSim, USIMM, DrSim, Ramulator, NVMain 

n  NoC simulators: BookSim, GARNET, DARSIM, HORNET, 
TOPAZ, DNOC 

n  FPGA-based simulators: Ramp Gold, HAsim, DART, Arete 

n  Large-scale HPC simulators: BigSim, xSim, SST, CODES 
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+

Model of  “Computing” 

Time 

Computer 

Hardware 

Software 

Design Spaces 

Input Output 

Predicted 
Performance Measures 

Energy 

Key idea è Explore (Parameterized) 
SW and HW Design Spaces and Assess 
Algorithmic Variations 

An alternative View: Codesign Modeling  
for Performance Prediction 
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The term “codesign modeling” is coined by Stephan Eidenbenz  at LANL. 



+
Codesign Performance Modeling 

n  Hardware resources are modeled as Entities independent 
from software specification 
n  Clusters, compute nodes, interconnection networks, processors/

cores, memory systems 

n  Applications and algorithms are modeled as Processes 
running on entities 
n  Processes independently advance in simulation time (sleep for 

computation or resource usage) 
n  Time determined either by first principles (clock speed, 

memory access latency, cache behavior, …) or from learned 
results (data fitting, machine learning) 

n  Processes interact with other processes partially occupying the 
underlying hardware resources 

n  Selective refinement of modeling details based on 
suspected performance bottlenecks both in hardware 
and software 
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+
Selective Refinement Modeling 

n Maintain modeling scalability for large, complex 
systems 
n  We are interested in performance of parallel applications  

(physics code) running on petascale and exascale systems 

n  Having full-scale models at finest granularity is both unrealistic 
and unnecessary 

n To find the “right” level of modeling details (just enough 
to answer the research questions) is an iterative process:  
①  Start from coarse-level models 

②  Gather experiment results 

③  Identify components as potential performance bottlenecks 

④  Replace those components by plugging in more refined models 

⑤  Go to #2 until satisfied 
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+ Integrated Modeling for Rapid 
Assessment and Performance 
Prediction of Interconnection Networks 
and HPC Applications 
n  Part of “Scalable Codesign Performance Prediction for 

Computational Physics” project 
n  Project led by Stephan Eidenbenz and Joe Zerr, and ~18 scientists at LANL 
n  FIU team participates as a subcontractor 

n  Performance Prediction Toolkit (PPT) 
n  Simian – parallel discrete-event simulation engine 
n  Hardware model library: clusters, compute nodes, processes/cores, 

accelerators (GPU), interconnect models, parallel file systems 
n  Application simulator library: benchmark applications (PolyBenchSim, 

ParboilSim), production applications (SNAPSim, SPHSim, SpecTADSim) 
n  Data: application instrument data (PolyBench, SNAP, SPH, CloverLeaf), 

hardware specs data (Mustang, Haswell, IvyBridge, SandyBridge, Vortex) 
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+

Simian 
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+ Simian: Parallel Discrete Event Simulation 
using Interpreted Languages 

n  DES: An established capability area at LANL 
n  DaSSF  è SimCore, SimX, Simian 

n  Simian – Parallel Discrete Event Simulation 
Engine 
n  Open source, general purpose parallel  

discrete-event library 

n  Independent implementation in two 
interpreted languages: Python and Lua, 
with optional C libraries (such as MPI) 

n  Minimalistic design: LOC=500 with 8  
common methods used 

n  Simulation code can be Just-In-Time (JIT) 
compiled to achieve very competitive  
event-rates, even outperforming C++  
implementation in some cases 

SimianLua(SimianPie(

Engine,(En.ty(
Python(Classes(

Engine,(En.ty(Lua(
Classes(

Greenlet(Processes(
(lightweight(threads)(

Corou*ne(Processes(
(lightweight(threads)(

MPI(C(Libraries((Op.onal;(either(MPICH2(or(OpenMPI)(

User(Model(
(Python)(

User(Model(
(Lua)(

Desktop(or(Distributed(Cluster(

The Simian Concept: Parallel Discrete Event Simulation with Interpreted Languages and Just-
In-Time Compilation, N. Santhi, S. Eidenbenz, and J. Liu, WSC’15. 
 



+
Initial Performance Comparison: 
Weak Scaling 
•  La-PDES benchmarks provide 8 stress tests by controlling 12 parameters 
•  La-PDES was used to test on 5 Simian implementations and MiniSSF (C++) 
•  Simian scales very well with available MPI ranks (up to 1024 ranks) 
•  SimianLua performs 3x better than MiniSSF C++ engine under this test 

-  Relative performance improves as events get more compute intensive 
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12 core desktop, 100 entities 1024 core cluster, 1000 entities 



+

Interconnect Models 
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+
Interconnect Models 

n Interconnect is a critical component of extreme-
scale HPC architectural design 

n Essential for evaluating performance and design of 
system software and scientific applications 
n  Increasing communication demand  

is an important factor affecting 
application performance 

n  Simple analysis based on bisection  
width (and other similar aggregate  
metrics) is insufficient for  
predicting performance of dynamic,  
complex applications 
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+
Interconnect Models 
n  Existing work: 

n  BigSim (UIUC): for performance prediction of large-scale parallel  
machines (with relatively simple interconnect models), implemented in 
Charm++ and MPI, shown to scale up to 64K ranks 

n  xSim (ORNL): scale to128M MPI ranks using PDES with lightweight threads, 
include various interconnect topologies (high-level models, e.g., network 
congestion omitted) 

n  SST and SST Macro (SNL): a comprehensive simulation framework, separate 
implementation, one intended with cycle-level accuracy and the other at 
coarser level for scale 

n  CODES (ANL):  focused on storage systems, built on ROSS using reverse 
computation simulation that scales well 

n  Our focus: 
n  Easy integration with selective models of varying resolution 
n  Easy integration with physics applications 
n  Fast development (easy interface, intuitive and expressive application) 
n  performance and scale 
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An Integrated Interconnection Network Model for Large-Scale Performance Prediction,  
K. Ahmed, M. Obaida, J. Liu, S. Eidenbenz, N. Santhi, G. Chapuis, PADS’16. 
 



+ Integrated Interconnect Models 

Simian (Parallel Discrete Event Simulation Engine) 

Interconnect Models 

Torus Fat Tree Dragonfly 

System Models 

Processor 
Models 

Cache/Mem 
Models 

Message Passing Interface (MPI) 

IO System 

Application Models (SNAP, SPH, AMD…) 

Others… 



+
Integrated  
Interconnect  
Model 

n  Developed based 
on Simian (entities, 
processes, services) 

n  A fairly detailed 
model for Gemini 
(network queues, 
dimension-order 
routing) 

n  Most MPI functions 
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+ Example: Run MPI on Gemini 



+ Example: Run MPI on Gemini 

Image Courtesy of Cray, Inc. 



+ Example: Run MPI on Gemini 
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+ Example: Run MPI on Gemini 

H4 H5 

H7 H6 H3 H2 
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+Start an MPI Run 
from ppt import *

def main(mpi_comm_world, arg1, arg2):

n = mpi_comm_size(mpi_comm_world)  # total ranks
    p = mpi_comm_rank(mpi_comm_world) # rank of this process


# mpi_ext_host() is a good way for the mpi process to access the
    # underneath compute node; here, we simply print out its name
   print("%d/%d on %s %s %s" % 

           (p, n, mpi_ext_host(mpi_comm_world), arg1, arg2))


mpi_finalize(mpi_comm_world)

model = HPCSim(modelcfg)
model.start_mpi(range(8), main, “hello”, “world”)
model.run()

% python mpi_helloworld.py 
0/8 on host 0 hello world 
1/8 on host 1 hello world 
2/8 on host 2 hello world 
… 
7/8 on host 7 hello world 

Run as a Simian Process  
on Host represented 
by a Simian Entity 



+ Flexible Mapping from MPI Rank to Host 

hostmap = [ (i/x)%model.total_hosts() 

                      for i in range(n) ] 

model.start_mpi(hostmap) 
 

n x is the number of MPI ranks to run on each host 

n model.total_hosts() returns the total number of 
hosts on the cluster 

n n is the total of MPI ranks we want to to run 



+Another Example: Cannon’s Algorithm 

def cannon(mpi_comm_world, n): 
       p = mpi_comm_size(mpi_comm_world) 
       id = mpi_comm_rank(mpi_comm_world)

       sleep(m*m*ti, mpi_comm_world)

       mpi_sendrecv(left, None, m*m*8, right, mpi_comm_world)
       mpi_sendrecv(up, None, m*m*8, down, mpi_comm_world)

       for round in range(px-1): 
            sleep(m*m*m*tc, mpi_comm_world)

            mpi_sendrecv(left, None, m*m*8, right, mpi_comm_world)
            mpi_sendrecv(up, None, m*m*8, down, mpi_comm_world)

…
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+
Validation 

n  Compared against empirical results from Hopper @ NERSC 
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+

n  Use real application 
communication traces for 
different DOE mini-apps (from 
NERSC) 

n  For this experiment, we use: 
n  LULESH mini-app from ExMatEx 

n  Approximates hydro-dynamic 
model and solves Sedov blast 
wave problem   

n  64 MPI processes 

n  Run trace for each MPI rank: 
n  Start MPI call at exactly same time 

indicated in trace file 
n  Store completion time of MPI call 
n  Compare it with the completion 

time in trace file 

40 Trace Driven Simulation 
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Food for Thoughts/Discussions 
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+
Food for Thoughts/Discussions 

n Ample opportunities for modeling and simulation 

n What is “proper” level of modeling abstraction 
(modeling granularity)? 
n  Interconnection model (congestion? packet oriented? 

phits? virtual channels? MPI implementation? ...) 

n  Measuring compute time (direct execution? cycle 
accuracy? instruction count, cache misses from memory 
access patterns? …) 

n  What about background jobs or traffic? 
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+
Food for Thoughts/Discussions 
n Integration and interoperation 

n  Many tools available, mostly isolated 
n  Vertical integration: a tool chain from scientific code (like 

MiniApps), to traces (such as NERSC traces, thanks!), to 
application models (ASPEN, Palm, etc.), to system models 
(interconnect, processor, cache/memory models) 

n  Horizontal interoperation: assembly of different modeling tools for 
different parts of the HPC system  
n  I’ve seen limited good use cases in tools, such as SST 
n  Composability: Use components of various tools? At different 

modeling granularity? 
n  Extensibility: how easy to plug in new components, new routing 

algorithms, new models? 
n  Simulation, emulation, real systems, hybrid approaches? Online 

simulation, real-time simulation, co-simulation? 
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+
Food for Thoughts/Discussions 

n I see lacking as a community effort! 
n “Crowd source” for modeling tools (provide standard 

API for encouraging model reuse) 
n Model repositories as community-wide effort for 

comparison, verification and validation of results 

n M&S as “the third leg” of science? 
n  Managing expectations:  Ask what-if questions, evaluate 

alternative designs, explore parameter space 

n  Will models ever catch up with real-system refresh? 

n  As valuable tools for prototyping new hardware, new 
algorithms, new applications? 

n  What else do you need from M&S? 
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